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Editorial Assistance
With much pleasure we introduce you ‘Health Promotion in the Pacifi c’, an issue dedicated specifi cally to promoting 
health efforts in the Pacifi c. The beginning of the year presented a real challenge to the editorial team as we worked to 
produce two issues simultaneously in an effort to catch up with the back log (delays in production process and of the 
printing dates).

However we are pleased that PHD has now come up to a standard at which the team has employed every means to 
alleviate further extension on the timeline of the publication of the current and future issues.

As always we are thankful to our dedicated authors and reviewers who are too numerous to name and whose work 
speaks volume for the journal. We thank you for your kind labor of love and being the lifeline of PHD!

The PHD web link (http://www.hrcpacifi  c.org/archives.html) has been updated to support access for those wanting to 
subscribe to past and future issues. The other issue constantly faced by PHD is distribution and we hope that by having all 
PHD related information on the web will increase the marketability of the journal to achieve its envisaged goal to be self-
suffi cient. In order to access the journal online please log on to http://www.hrcpacifi c.org/archives.html and subscribe to 
the journal at your leisure as desirable.

We would like to thank Drs. Will Parks and Graham Roberts for their contribution towards the issue. Their years of 
determination and support have given us this issue. We need such labor of love for PHD as it will continue to keep the 
Dialog alive and remain an asset for the region.

Till the next time…………

Editorial team
Makeleta Koloi and Shirley Prasad
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“If we don’t succeed then we run the risk of failure.”
- Former Vice President of the US Dan Quayle 


